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 Section 4.3.3 – Recording & Presenting Data 
 
Recording Data 
All primary data collected and secondary data researched needs to be kept in a logbook.  A 
scientific logbook must be used to validate any experimental finding.  This document also acts 
as a mechanism for authentication.  All observations and data cited must appear in this 
document. Content in your logbook will also contribute towards your grade. 
 

 
 
Another good practice is to enter data directly into Excel or a similar package as you carry out 
your investigation.  Doing this: 
 

•  Identifies outliers immediately 
•  Provides picture of spread of data range 
•  Identifies patterns in results – flagging methodology issues 
•  Allows for backup of data at source 
•  Increases efficiency of data collation 
•  Reduces potential for calculation errors. 
•  Keeps tabs on sizes of uncertainty values 
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Spreadsheets (Excel) 
Excel is an excellent piece of software for keeping data recorded and for generating both data 
tables and graphs. 
 
When using Excel tables be sure to provide: 

 Clear headings  

 Correct SI units 

 Correct number of significant figures 

 An allocated measure of uncertainty 
 
Excel users are strongly encouraged to utilise cell formulas for quick and reliable calculations. 
Such spreadsheet should be prepared prior to data collection.  This allows you to visually check 
you have sufficient data to provide valid findings.  Be sure to include all data, not just average 
values. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Sample Excel table and scatterplot graph 
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Graphing (Excel) 
Once again the advice to students is to use Excel to generate graphs whenever possible.  Plotting 
graphs as you collect data can provide valuable and immediate feedback.  Such feedback can 
allow you to detect outliers and to remeasure certain data.  It can also provide an indication of 

other potential non-linear relationships such as 𝑦 𝛼 𝑥2 or 𝑦 𝛼 √𝑥 or 𝑦 𝛼 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑥). 
 

 
Figure 2 – Dependent V Independent Variables 

 
As can be seen in Figure 2 above: 

 the dependent variable (DV) is plotted upon the y axis 

 the independent variable (IV) is plotted upon the x axis  
 
All continuous quantitative Physics graphs should be graphed using a “scatter plot” 
 

  
 
The objective of generating an Excel Scatter Plot is to look to support theoretical relationship 
with data.  In order to determine a non-linear relationship, you may need to further investigate 
possible functions of either IV or DV. 
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Example.1 
Graph 1 below shows a scatter plot for a typical set of voltage and current measurements, 
used to calculate the resistance of an unknown resistor via Ohms’ Law. 
 

 
Graph 1 - Voltage (V) V Current (A) 

As can be seen in Graph 1, there appears to be a linear relationship between the two variables, 
that being Voltage (V) and Current (A). 
 

Using the Excel trend line feature you are able to add a trend line and a linear equation.  In this 
example the linear equation is stated as: 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 21.95 × 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡. 
 
It would be foolish to graph this data, to then discover a clearly linear relationship and to not 
state the linear relationship in the form of: 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐. 
 
NB:  It is advisable to plot a scatter plot with points (dots) only, then add a trend line either 

using the Excel “Add Trendline” feature, or if necessary by adding a hand drawn trend line. 
 
  

Voltage = 21.95 x Current 
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Example.2 
Graph 2 below shows a scatter plot of distance verses time.  As can be seen this is not a simple 
linear relationship (ie. 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐) 

 

 
  Graph 2 – Dist (m) V Time (s) 
 

If such a graph was established with your raw primary data you would wish to further investigate 
possible mathematical relationships that exist between the two variables.  Accordingly, you 
might chose to investigate a squared relationship.  This is shown in Graph 2 below. 

 
Graph 3 – Dist (m) V Time2 (s2) 

 

As a can be seen in Graph 3, there appears to be a linear relationship between the two new 
variables, that being Distance (m) and Time2 (s2). 
 
Using the Excel “Add Trendline” feature, you are able to add a trend line, coefficient of 
determination (R2) and a linear equation.  In this example the coefficient of determination (R2) 
is a very high 0.999, indicating a strong linear association between the two variables (Refer to 
Year 12 Further Maths – Bivariate Data).  The linear equation is stated as 𝑦 = 4.8896𝑥, or rather: 
 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 4.89 × 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒2  

Distance V Time Graph 

Distance V Time2 Graph 
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Error bars and line of best fit 
As demonstrated in the previous two examples, the 
Excel feature of “Add Trendline” is a most valuable 
investigation tool. 
 
This feature, when applied correctly, can save you 
valuable time for analysing a linear relationship 
between the dependent and independent variables. 
 
Traditionally it is recommended to select: 
 

 A linear trendline 

 Set Intercept to 0.0 

 Display Equation on chart 

 Display R2 value on chart 
(If R2 is understood) 

 
To truly evaluate the validity and 
indeed limitations to your findings, one 
needs to also add “Error bars” to the 
points upon the graph. 
 

 
 
 
 
Error bars reflect uncertainty in data points 
Line of best fit should pass through error bar 
regions. 
 
Representation of uncertainties in graphs 
Absolute uncertainties can be represented on 
graphs using error bars.  
 
Students should normally include vertical error 
bars; at times, horizontal error bars may also be 
appropriate.  
 
A trend line (if used) should lie within the region 
of the error bars. Deviation of trend lines should 
be discussed in the analysis of results. 
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Presenting findings 
When you have completed your planning of the practical investigation, carried out the actual 
investigation, recorded and displayed your data and finally analysed your data effectively you 
need to present you findings. 
 
In order to present your findings well, be sure to: 
 

 Provide a clear statement of what was found 

 Acknowledge limitations to validity and recommendations for future experimentation, 
either methodology or development of experiment 

 Explain how uncertainties were allocated 

 State how your findings answer the research question – link to hypothesis if one was 
formulated 

 State all risks, safety and ethical considerations (working with people/animals) should 
be acknowledged where appropriate 

 Include referencing of research and supporting theory must be included 
 
 
 


